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Abstract. The numher of essential multiplications required to multiply matrices of size N x N 
and N x N’ is studied as a function f(s 1. Bounds to f(x) sharper than trivial ones are presented 
and the asymptotic behawour of f(s 1 is studied. An analogous investigation is performed for the 
problem of multiplying matrices of size N x N’ and N’ x N ‘. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
The complexity of square N x N matrix multiplication has been investigated by 
several authors [l-lo]. A lower bound to the number of operations is N’ and the 
best known upper bound is O(N2~“16h) [8]. 
Some results on rectangular matrix multiplication have been obtained by Brockett 
and Dobkin [a] who have shown the upper bound N* +o(N*) to the non-scalar 
complexity of N X N by N X log N matrix multiplication. Recently Coppersmith 
[S] found the upper bound O(N’ log” N) for the N x N by N x N” matrix multipli- 
cation prnblem with n s (2 log 2)/(5 log 5) = 0.1722. . . . 
In this paper we show some non-trivial bound‘s to the number of operations 
required by the general N x [N’ 1 by [N” 1 x [N ‘1 matrix multiplication problem, 
by using the Coppersmith’s result and the other recent results on square matrix 
multiplication. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of matrix 
mulriplication algorithms. For a survey see [9] whose notation is followed here. 
Lei: A and B be two matrices respectively of dimensions m x n and n Xp, whose 
entri):s are variables on the field (w. The problem is to compute the matrix product 
C = AB. In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of the complexity of this 
problem we assume m = [N’l, n = [N”], p = [N’l, x, y, z E 52”. 
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OP(,N, X. y, z) is the total number of arithmetical 
compute AB. 
B’(x, y, 2) = inf{b: OP(N, X, y, z) = O(N”)). 
operations +, -, x needed to 
The exponent of square matrix multifilication is denoted by w and its value is 
B’(1, 1, 1). 
M(N, X, y, Z) is the total number of products between linear combinations of 
variables needed to compute AB in the bilinear non-commutative model. 
B(x, y, z) = inf{b : M(N, x, y, z) = O(Nb)},. 
It is easy to show that B’(x, y, z) = B(x, y, z). 
The theory of matrix multiplication algorithms is strictly related to tensor algebra. 
Here we deal only with 3-dimensional tensors. The tensorial product of three 
vectors u, II, w is a 3-dimensional tensor denoted as u@o@w and is called triad. 
An) tensor t can be expressed as a sum of a number of triads. The rank of t is 
defined to be the length of the minimal decomposition of l into triads 
r&f) =min r: t = 
( 
j$, UjOV, Ow,]* 
The tensorial product between tensors is defined as a 3-dimensional tensor. By 
using multi-indices i = (i’, i”), j = l i’, j”), k = (k’, k”), t = hii~~” has elements 
r Ilk = ~~.,.k’f~“;“k”~ 
The ten;orial product @r _ l t is denoted by r’. 
We denote as (in, n, p) the tensor associated to the product of an 111 x 11 matrix 
with an rr xp matrix. A fact of t’uqdamental relevance is that rk((tn, tz, p>) is equal 
to the least number of non-scalar multiplications sufficient to compute the associated 
product. 
In the following the symbol (a, 6, c}, (1, h, c E iR8’ will denote the tensor 
(La 19 PI7 Id>- 
The following properties ho1 1: 
- rk@i‘, N’JV’)) =M(N, x, y, z), 
- ttn, tz, p)O(~tz ‘, tl’, p’) = (tntn ‘, tm ‘, fop’>, 
- (tn, II, p>‘ = (t?l$) il’) p’>, 
- rk((tn, tz, p}! is symmetrical in rrz, ti, p, 
- rk ((tt2, t:, p)i C r implies 1%’ S 3 log r/log tntzy. 
Given two tensors t’ and t” the disjoint sum t’@r” is formed by packing a copy 
of t’ and a copy of t” into the opposite corners of a parallelepiped of appropriate 
size and filling with zeros the other positions. For our purposes r’@r” can be 
considered equivalent to t”@t’. The stlm Or.; 1 t is denoted with k * t. 
The following properties hold: 
-- ,,‘$4,‘&“) = (@‘)@(f@[“), 
rkrr’:~t”r-- rk!r’j+rk(t”,, 
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- (m, n, p)O(m ‘, n’, p’) is associated to the distinct multiplications of m x n by 
n xp and WZ’WZ’ by n’xp’ matrices. 
By an approximate decomposition of order h and length r for a tensor t we 
mean a representation 
T(f) = i Uj(I)OUj(1)OWj(l) = Eht + O(lh+*); 
j-1 
where Uj(r), vi(Z), wi(f) are polynomials in 2. 
rh (t) is the minimal length of a decomposition of order h, ro( t ) = rk (t ), mink rh it > = 
d(t) is called the border rank of t. The following properties hold: 
- rk(t) c rk(t), 
- rk(f)~(1+2h)r&), [2]. 
The last property allows us to use approximate decompositions to reduce the 
exponent, i.e. 
rk((m, 1’2, p)) 6 r implies 11’ S 3 log r/log rmp 
From the definition of B(x, y, z) and the properties of rank, we have 
Then the fol!owing properties hold: 
- &x, y, z ) is symmetrical in x, y, z, 
- I3(rcx, Icy, z4z) = nB(x, y, z ), 
- .x + v s R(.Y, y, 2) s x + y + z, 
- B(s’+x’, y +y’, 2 +z’)a?(_u, y, z)+B(x’, y’, 2’); 
hence .‘9(~, y, z ) is a continuous and convex function. 
From the relation u y s 3 log(rk ((m, n, p)))/log(mnp) it follows that the function 
I,7(s, :‘, .z )/(x + y + z) induces a bound on w, namely w c 3B (s, y, z )/CX + Y + 2 ) for 
+ 
any x,y,t ER . 
Remrrrk, From the standpoint of the asymptotic behaviour of B(x, y, t) there is 
no difference in considering the function rk instead of rk because the two fumbns 
can asymptotically differ only by logarithmic factors. 
The following lemma states a bound on the rank of the tensor t (_N) = (IV‘, N“, N’). 
Lemma 1.1. Let t(N) = (N’, N‘, N ‘) amirk ( IN” 1 * t(N)) (,: N”, a 2 0, Nsuficiently 
lsrge, tlzen rk (t(N)) s Nh ‘l” for any E > 0, N suficiently large. 
Proof. Let c satisfy ttle condition 
rk (t(N)) s I\” for IV sufficiently large, 
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then 
rk it@)) 6 rk (.t(N)“) G rk (rk (t(N))” * t(@-“). 
Let s = [aS/(n +c)j , then (S -s)a asc and [N(ST-S’U 1 dfNsc 2 rk(t(N))‘, hence 
rk (d(P)) < r/k ( pv(s-s)” 1 * t(iv)s-“) 
< & (( [h’” 1 * t(N))S-“) zg N”(‘--‘) 
and c’ = b(S -s)/S satisfies (1.1). 
Moreover s saS/(a+c)-1 and S-s~cS/(a+c)+l, hence c’~bc/(n+c)+ 
b/S, with S arbitrarily large. Now, the succession co = c, ci+ 1 = bci/(a + ci) converges 
to b -a and it is possible to find a sequence Si such that ci + b/Si converges to the 
sa!me limit. q 
2. Unidimensional case: Properties of f(x) 
Let f(x ) = R(x, 1, l), f(x) is a continuous and convex function and it is easy to 
prove the following bounds on f(x ): 
f(s 1 -2 max(2, s + l!, 
/r(_~)5f(_~ +d)Gf(s)+d for anytl 20. 
Proposition 2.1 
Proof. We have 
f(s) = B(s, 1, 1) = B(1, s, 1) = B( 1, 1, s), 
then 
B(2,-~+1,x-+l)~~tf’(s) 
and 
fi2/(.~+1))=8(2/(.~~ +l), 1, 1)~2f‘(_1-)/(~ +l) 
from which the proposition follows. !J 
Proposition 2.2. Let 
rk ((N”, Nh, N“)) s N’, (1 s h S c-, (2.1) 
(2.2) 
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with 
2a/(6 + c)~x ~2cj(6 +a), z =rl(a +6 +c). 
Proof. We have 
W) 
hence. 
f (2a/(6 + c)) < 2r/(6 + c), 
and an slogously 
J2c/(a +6)) s 2&a + 6). 
It is easy to verify that the points (2a/(b +c), 2r/(6 +c)) and (2& t6 1, 21-l 
(a + 6 )) lie on the straight line 
y = z(s +2), z =r/(a +b+c). 0 (2.4) 
Remarks. The value w’ = 32 is the exponent for square matrix multiplication that 
can be derived from (2.1) by using the standard techniques [9]. 
There exict six permutations of a, 6, c giving relations similar to (2.3), any linear 
combination of them generates a bound f(x’) ) y’ and (x’, J-‘) lies on the straight 
line (2.4) with 2a/(h + c) s x’ 5~ 2c/(6 +a ). Then this technique cannot improve the 
bound (2.2). 
3. Unidimensional case: Application of tensorial decomposition 
Let us see how various decompositions for a tensor associated to matrix multipli- 
cation can be used to bound f(x). 
Proposition 3.1. Let r&m, II, p)) s q, therl 
rk ((N“, Nh, IV“)) = O(N”’ ) for my E > 0, 
WMI (I = In m, 6 = In 12, c = In p, r = In 4. 
Proof. By taking the Sth tensorial power of (IYZ, rz, p) we have [9] 
rk((d, nS,pS))qS(l +2hS), 
let N = exp(S) then ? 
rk ((N’” “I, jjf’” ‘I, N’” “)) = 0(N”“7 ln N).’ q 
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Lemma 3.1. Let sll +sz + l * l + s,n = S be a partition of S, assume s1 = MIS, s2 = 
u ;s’, . . . , s,,, = uJ, then 
1 ( S! sin - Sl! sz! l l l s,! ) = - i Ui In Ui - O(ln S/S). i-1 
Proof. The proof is left to the reader. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Let t be a tensor associated to a partial matrix multiplication C = 
AB, where A is a k x m matrix, B is an m x n matrix. 
Let I’, be the number of variable elements in the ith column of A and ni the number 
of vcviable elements in the ith row of B. If r/,(t) sq, then the relation 
rk ((N”, Nh, NC) = O(N”’ ) 
holds for any F > 0, with 
a = -2: LCi In Ui, 6 = C II, In ki, C =C Ui In Hi, 
r = In q and C uI = 1, ui 20, i = 1,2, . . . , tn. 
Proof. Assume 14, E CP, i = 1,2, . . . , nz, from the Schiinhage proof [9, Section 4: 
we get 
rk n k:I, n ,,:I)) sq’(l +2hS) 
for any partition s1 + .s_~ + . * * + s,?, = S. 
I,ct S be such that s, = u,S E N, i -= 1,2, . . . , uz and N = exp(SJ, then 
where E (N) = O(ln In N/in N). The proof can be easily extended to the case 
II, E R. rJ 
Proposition 3.3. Let 
rl, ’ 2 (3( IfZi, II,, p,) 5 q ; I I ) 
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Proof. By taking the Sth tensorial power of (& (mi, ni, pi>) we get 
Under the same assumptions of Proposition 3.2 let Si = u+S’, N = exp(S), then 
rk([N 
--&4,1nrri-~Uv) ] * (N&1”““, N&Inn,, N&inF, j) 
= O(Nlnq In N). 
By applying Lemma 1.1 the proposition is proved. 0 
Example 3.1. Consider the partial matrix multiplication with A = {aij} k x m matrix, 
a,l=O, i>l, B=(bij) mxn matrix, bij=O, i>l and i>l, m=l+l, n = 
(I-l)(k -l)+l. 
The border rank of the associated te’nsor is not greater than 1 + kb [9, Section 51. 
Let u1= 1 - 11, lli = U/l, i = 2, 3, . . . , m, by applying Proposition 3.2 we get 
rk ((NO, Nb, N’)) = O(N”‘\ 
with 
n= -24 In u -(l-u) ln(1 -u)+u In I, b = II In k, 
c=(l-u)ln((k-1)(1-l)+l), r = ln(1 + kl), k, 12 2, 004 Cl. 
Example 3.2. Schiinhage [9, Section 61 presented a decomposition for t = (k, 1, n ) @ 
(1, 01, l>, I?1 = (k - l)(~ - 1) with rk(t) s 1 + kn. By applying Proposition 3.3 we get 
rk ((N”, Nh, AT’)) = O(N’+‘) 
with 
n = u In k, b = (1 -24) In((k - 1)(1z - l)), c = u In n, 
r=In(l+kn)+ulnu+(l-u)ln(l-u), k, tl 22, @<u < 1. 
Example 3.3. Pan [7] presented a decomposition for t = (1, k, 2)~ > 6% 2, k >O 
(2k, n, 1) with rk(f)s2(n +2)(k + 1). 
By applying Proposition 3.3 we get 
rk ((IV”, I@‘, N’)) = O(N”’ ) 
with 
II =t~lnn+(l-n-c)ln2k, 
b=u lnk+vIn2+(1-u-v)lnrr, 
c = u In 2r7 + v In k, 
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Example 3.4* Let t’ be the tensor obtained from the tensor t of Example 3.3 by 
permuting the indices as (2,3,1) and t” the tensor obtained by iterating the 
permutation on t’. Then it is possible to prove [8] 
rk((t @ t’@ t’)‘) s [(2(n + 2)(k + 1))2(2(n + l)(k + 1) + (k + 1)2 w+s-2)]s, 
for any S sufficiently large. Let t+ = t @iPOt’, k = 5, n = 10, w’ = 2.516648, then 
rk(t+S)<[1442(132+6 2w’-2)]s =r” = (2.91 . . . 106)’ 
and 
t = (i,5,20)0(10,2, s)o(lo, lo, i), 
t’= (5,20,1)0(2,5,10)0(10,1, lo), 
t”= (20,1,5)0(5,10,2)0(1,10, lo), 
t+ = (100,100,100)0(25,1000,40)@(5,1000,200)0 l ’ l O(lOO, 100,100). 
t+ has 27 independent components of the same volume 106. They can be regrouped 
into 3 sets of 9 elements such that each set can be obtained from another by 
cyclically permuting the indices, namely: 
i- 
t = & hi, ni9 Pi)@ 
I-=1 
By choosing a partition of S 
we can write the relation 
& (ni, pi9 W)O i@, (Pi, mi, ni>- 
i=l 
with equal values for the elements of the same set, 
rk ( S! (S1!)9(S2!)9(S3!) 9 fi (mi, tli, pi)s’@(ni, pi, t?li)s2@(pi, t?li, tli)” d rrS, i = 1 > 
and 
s =9(SI+Q+S3), 
rk * (A, B, C>“‘@(B, C, A)“‘@(C, A, B)‘.l) s r”, 
with A = 16 1024, B = 16 lo’“, C = 390625 lOlo, r’= 2.91 . . . 10”. 
Let II = sJS, t; = sz/S, N = exp(S), S sufficiently large, then 
rk(N” * (N”, Nh, N’)) s N’ 
with 
a =M InA+u InB+(l-r.c-v)lnC, 
b=ulnB-t-uInC+(l-u-u)lnA, 
c=uInC+ulnA+(l-u-u)lnB, 
d = ---II In u - u lnv--(1-z~-u)ln(l-~~-c)+ln9-O((lnlnN)/lnN) 
r = In r’ 
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by applying Lemma 1.1 we get the relation 
rk((N”, Nb, NC)) = O(N’-d+E) 
which holds for any U, o E Q’, u + v s 1. 
Examples 3.1-3.4 allow us to bound B(x, y, z) for various values of the argument. 
There are four functions u, 6, c, r depending on discrete parameters (k, 2, n) and 
real parameters (u, v). For any choice of the parameters we obtain two bounds 
for f(x): 
f(x’)Gy’, x’ = 2 min(a, b, c)l[a + b +c - min(a, 6, c)] 5 1, 
y’=2r/[a+b+c-min(a,b,c)]; 
f p”) s y “, x” = 2 max(a, 6, c)l[a + b + c - max(a, b, c )I 2 1, 
y” = 2r/[a + b + c - max(a, 6, c)]. 
By varying all the parameters and taking the convex envelope we get a function 
g(x) with the property f(x) s g(x). In Figs. l-3 the bounds generated by the 
decompositions of Examples 3.1-3.4 are presented compared with the trivial lower 
bound and the upper bound given by joining the points (0,2), (0.1722,2) and 
1,2.5 166). In Fig. 4 the upper bound obtained by merging all the previous ones 
is presented. 
‘Fig. 1. Upper bound to f(x) induced by the decomposition of Example 3.1. 
4. Unidimensional case; Asymptotic behavior of f 4x) 
For x > 1 the trivial bounds are x + 1 of s 2, the quantity 
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Fig. 2. Upper bound to f(x) induced by the decomposition of Example 3.2. 
Fig. 3. Upper bound to fix) induced by the decompositions of Examples 3.3 and 3.4. 
determines the asymptotic behavior of f(x), namely q = 1 would imply that f(x) is 
arbitrarily close to the lower bound x + 1 for sufficiently large x. This result, stated 
in [S], is proved in the following. 
Praposition 4.1 
inf [f(x)--+ 1. x -zw I 
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00 
Fig. 4. Upper bound to f(x) derived from the previous decompositions. 
Proof. Consider the decomposition of Example 3.2 with k = pt, we can write 
B(u lnn,2(1-w)ln(n-l),u Inn&ln(l+n*)+u lnu+(l-u)ln(B-u) 
and 
f( 
2(1-u)ln(n-1) 
) 
<ln(l+n*)+u lnu+(l-u)ln(l-24) 
ulnn - 
. 
u In n 
Let u = 2/n, then f(x,) s y, where 
ln(n - 1) 
x,, =h -2) lnn =(n-2)(1+0(A)), 
1 n 
Yn =G ( 
~ln(l+n*)+ln2-Inn + (7) h(y)) 
and 
1 
yn-X,=1+0 In 9 Izl ( 1 
5. General case 
Let F(x, y ) = B (x, y, l), e(x, y) = B (x, y, 1)/(x + y + 1). Any value of F(x, y ) 
induces a bound on the exponent of square matrix multiplication 
w/3 s e(n, y) = F(x, y )/(x + y + 1). 
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The f$&Oh e (x, y ) determines the asymptotic rank of any matrix muhipbtion 
tensor, i.e. 
r& ((N”, NY, N’)) = O(Ne~x’*.v’z~~*~y~z~~E) for any 8 > 0. 
me fu&ons F(x, y) and e(x, y) have the following trivial properties: 
- F(s,yNF(w +h, y&W, y)+h, 
- F(x, y) is a continuous and convex function, 
- e(*, r) WY, x1, 
- e(1, 1) *w/3 =min e(x, y), 
- e(O,k)M, 
- e(l, X) *#(x)/(x +2), (e(1, X) =2/(x +2) if x ~0.1722), 
- e(Y, r) ~4~(llx)l(2x + 1) 
Propo&tio~S,l. e(ux’+vx”,uy’+vy”)~max(e(x’, y’),e(x”, y”)),u +v = 1. u, v >O. 
Proof 
e(CCd+vx”, uy’+vy”)= 
F(ux’+vx”, uy'+vy") 
u(x’+y’)+v(x’+y’)+l 
~ uF(x’, y’) + vF(x”, y”) 
~U(X'+y')+v(X"+y")+ 1 
= ue(x’, y’)(x’+ y’+ 1) + ve(x”, y”)(x”+ y”+ 1) 
u(x’+y’)+v(x”+y”)+ 1 ? 
from which the proposition follows. Cl 
CoroRlay $,I. If e(x’, y’) = eix”, y”) = e’, then e(ux’+ vx”, uy’+ vy”) se’. 
Coroby %2. The set Pk = {(x, y ): e (x, y ) c k) is a convex set for any k. The function 
e(x, y ) h&s 120 local maxima 
Corollary %3. e(x, y ) is monotonic on any segment departing from ( 1, 1). 
PropOSihiWa 5.2, e(x, y ) = e (l/x, y/x) for any x, y E OF+. 
Proof. We have 
ek)r)= B_(x, Y, 1) = xB(L Y/X, l/x) 
x+y+l x(l+y/x+l/x) 
=e(l/x, y/x). 0 
Propo&Tiafl 5.3, The values of e(x, y) are completely determined by rhe values in 
the region [[P, y): 0s.r G 1, Osy sx). 
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Proof. Divide the first quadrant in the six regions of Fig. 5. Let 
A=((~,y):O~~~1,0~y~x), B=((x,y):x>l,O~y~l}, 
c=((x,y):x~1,y~1,y~x}, D=((x,y):x>1,y>l,xcy), 
E={(x,y):O~x~1,y>l}, F=(x,y):O~y~l,O~xcy}. 
By symmetry the values of e(x, y ) in F, E’, D are the same as in the corresponding 
points of A, B, C. Moreover for any (l/x, y/x) E B, (x, y ) E A, e (l/x, y/x) = e(x, y ) 
andforany(x/y,1Iy)~C,(~,y)~B,e(x,y)=e(xly,l/y). 0 
0 
0 
. 
c-v 
0 1 In . E I 
I / 
=: . A- + we-__- -__ _ _ .._. / { 
I 
/ i 
F / 
/’ 1 
3 
i 
/ . 
0 /” .J’ 
/I/ 
/’ Fl E 
I I 
t,,___--_-- , 
0.50 I.90 1. 50 2.lJc 
Fig. 5. Regions of the first quadrant. 
Proposition 5.4. For any 0 6 y s x s 1 
I 
(x+l)/(x+y+l)se(x,y)G((w-2)y+x+l)/(x+y+l). 
Proof. The proposition follows from the relations 
F(x,y)z=x+l and F(x,y)+v-2)y+x+l. 0 
Proposition 5.5. Let rk ((N a, N ‘, N ‘)) c N ‘, a =G b s c, then 
e(x, y)sz, 
where 
x = b/c, Y =alc, t =rJ(a +b +c). 
Pmof, The proof is immediate. 
This propos~tj~~ is the federalization of Proposition 2.2 for the bi~im~nsiona~ 
case. 
dir, y&r furx +y =x@+y@, (d+y’)/2sx ext, 
e(x,y)St fory=y’(x+l)/(x’+l),x’~x~l. 
Proof. e(x’,y’)CZ imp1ies3(x’,y’,1)~2(xv+y’+1),then 
F ( x7,X9 ~z(xv+yv+l), ) x'+y' x'-ky' e 2~ G2, ( ) 
Hence from Proposition 5.1 it follows e[x, y ) =S z on the segments joining the points 
( x’+y’ dcy’ 2 ’ 2 > 
V - - , (x’, y’) and (ix’, y’), 1 7 . 13 ( *x23 I 
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Now we can use the decompositions of Examples 3.1-3.4 to bound e(x, y ). Figure 
6 shows the level contours of the upper bounds to e(x, y) obtained by using the 
available data. 
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